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Energy-saving features (ESFs) represent a simple way to reduce the resource consumption of home appliances (HAs), yet they
remain under-utilized. While prior research focused on increasing the use of ESFs through behavior change interventions,
there is currently no clarity on the barriers that restrict their utilization in the first place. To bridge this gap, we conducted a
qualitative analysis of 349 Amazon product reviews and 98 Reddit discussions, yielding three qualitative themes that showcase
how users perceive, interact with, and evaluate ESFs in HAs. Based on these themes, we derived frequent barriers to ESF
adoption, which guided a subsequent expert focus group (N=5) to assess the suitability of behavior change interventions and
potential alternative strategies for ESF adoption. Our findings deepen the understanding of everyday barriers surrounding
ESFs and enable the targeted design and assessment of interventions for future HAs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The growing global demand for residential energy, coupled with its environmental implications, has intensified
the need for energy conservation efforts [46, 49, 76]. To reduce these demands, top-down measures such as policy
changes (e.g., [38, 77]) and bottom-up individual behavioral improvements towards eco-friendliness (e.g., [42])
have been highlighted as possible levers. In this regard, major HAs account for a considerable portion of energy
consumption, and many of these appliances come equipped with ESFs such as dedicated energy-saving modes,
automated load sensing, and auto-shutoffs [50]. Utilizing these features provides a simple opportunity to lessen
one’s environmental footprint. However, despite the ubiquitous presence of ESFs in today’s HAs, industrial
user reports and previous user studies indicate that users oftentimes do not use these features, leading to a loss
of easily realizable energy-savings [42, 91, 99]. The field of Sustainable Human-Computer Interaction (SHCI)
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has extensively explored strategies to promote behavioral changes related to residential energy conservation.
Numerous design interventions have been introduced to address environmental behaviors in households, such as
waste disposal [35] and resource conservation [26]. Common mechanisms include persuasive technology [34]
and nudges [98], which promote sustainable actions through methods such as eco-feedback [97], behavioral
prompts [14, 87], and incentives [47, 56]. Yet, the success of these interventions in ensuring sustained behavioral
change has been variable [1, 18]. The efficacy of persuasive technology interventions has been criticized (e.g., [18]),
as they often address behaviors in isolation, overlooking the complex web of interconnected contextual factors
known to be interwoven in behavioral decision-making. Prior research on appliance-level ESFs has drawn on
theoretical knowledge of user behavior and cognitive processing to guide intervention designs (e.g., [42, 99]).While
theoretical models provide broader overviews of factors influencing pro-environmental behavior, their broader
framing makes it difficult to capture practical nuances affecting users’ daily interactions [44]. Consequently, the
design of interventions that specifically address everyday barriers to ESF adoption and assessing when these
interventions are a viable strategy remains unclear. With our work, we aim to address this gap and, in particular,
answer the following research questions (RQs):

RQ1 How do users explain and reason about their use of appliance-level ESFs in major HAs?
RQ2What barriers prevent the use of appliance-level ESFs in major HAs?
RQ3 Towhat extent do behavior change interventions such as persuasive technology and nudging represent
feasible approaches to increase ESF adoption in everyday scenarios?

We employ a data-driven approach to answer these RQs, leveraging the diverse lived experiences expressed
in 349 Amazon product reviews and 98 Reddit discussions surrounding the use of ESFs in major HAs. Earlier
examinations of domestic energy use patterns primarily relied on ethnographic studies (e.g., [21, 22, 80]). These
studies offer the advantage of observing interactions within their natural settings. However, potential biases
like observer bias can emerge, a limitation highlighted in prior research (e.g., [22, 80]). Utilizing a dataset of
Amazon product reviews and Reddit discussions provides a novel perspective by offering unfiltered insights into
user perceptions and approaches behind their use of ESFs on a larger scale. We qualitatively analyze these user
opinions using reflexive thematic analysis [12, 13] to develop qualitative themes that reflect how users perceive,
interact with, and evaluate ESFs. Based on the qualitative themes, we clustered daily barriers that may prevent the
use of ESFs. In doing so, we derived six barriers. Our results indicate that users often perceive ESFs as sub-optimal
features, prioritized mainly for monetary savings. Additionally, skepticism towards energy-efficient technology,
coupled with a limited grasp of inner device operations and conflicting user priorities, potentially hinders ESF
adoption. To refine our findings and draw out practical implications, we then conducted an expert focus group
(N=5) with HCI researchers, in which we critically assessed the feasibility of behavior change interventions to
increase ESF adoption and discussed potential alternative strategies. In summary, we contribute:

(1) Insights into a comprehensive analysis of user perspectives on ESFs in major HAs reported in 394 Amazon
product reviews and 98 Reddit discussions, shedding light on real-world challenges and perceptions.

(2) Identification and detailed exploration of six specific barriers that currently prevent ESF adoption, providing
a deeper understanding of the underlying reasons for user resistance and skepticism.

(3) Insights from an expert focus group (N=5) in which we critically assessed the feasibility of behavior change
interventions to increase ESF adoption and give an outlook on alternative strategies.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
Our work is grounded in previous environmental psychology and SHCI research surrounding domestic energy
conservation interventions and perspectives on behaviors and approaches towards energy-conserving technology,
such as ESFs in HAs.
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2.1 Residential Energy Conservation
First, we give an overview of ESFs associated with major HAs, followed by a review of past approaches targeting
domestic energy use. We explore the rationales behind intervention designs and emphasize the importance of
tailoring the design of interventions to specific daily barriers.

2.1.1 ESFs in Major Home Appliances. Major HAs are large devices, either electric or gas-powered, designed
to facilitate essential household activities [2]. These include refrigerators, washing machines, dryers, ovens,
dishwashers, and HVAC systems. With growing concerns about energy consumption and environmental impact,
manufacturers have incorporated various ESFs into these devices. In the EU, the inclusion of ESFs in appliances
is mandatory, adhering to specific guidelines and standards, such as for washing machines [31]. These features
vary from user-controlled ESFs, like energy-saving modes, to autonomous ESFs not explicitly labeled for energy
conservation. Energy-saving modes, for example, allow appliances to operate at reduced power or pause non-
essential functions [99]. Modern refrigerators might limit defrost cycles or adjust cooling during low usage
periods [30]. Modes like "Auto" or "Sleep", though not labeled as energy-saving, optimize energy use by adjusting
device activation or turning off features like constant display lighting. Autonomous ESFs, on the other hand,
include sensor-driven functions, such as load detection in washing machines [31]. Additionally, smart home
technology allows appliances to adapt operations based on user behavior and customized routines [48]. This
technology bridges the gap between user-controlled and autonomous ESFs. Consequently, ESFs can be categorized
based on user control, with dedicated energy-saving modes offering high user control and automated ESFs
offering low control. Figure 1 depicts common ESFs on this spectrum. Despite the availability of low-effort ESFs
in major HAs, their usage remains limited [91], indicating a lost opportunity for energy conservation. In prior
research, various methods have been suggested to influence domestic energy consumption. We will discuss these
interventions and their design rationales in the subsequent sections.

Fig. 1. Common home appliance ESFs categorized according to the level of user control they provide. ESFs that provide the
most user control are dedicated modes integrated into the device. Contrary, autonomous functions are commonly entirely
controlled by the appliance. Smart functions provide the ability to select predefined smart routines or create customized
routines.

2.1.2 SHCI Approaches to Residential Energy Conservation. Over the years, SHCI has proposed various behavior
change approaches tailored to domestic contexts. The primary objectives of these approaches have been to
encourage resource conservation behaviors, encompassing resources such as electricity or water and promoting
waste separation [16, 26]. A considerable portion of the proposed approaches falls under the broad category
of persuasive technology [16, 18, 26, 90]. Within this domain, there has been a pronounced emphasis on eco-
feedback (e.g., [36, 97]) and eco-visualizations [19, 74, 86]. Eco-feedback systems provide users with real-time
information about their resource consumption, enabling them to make informed decisions and adopt more
sustainable behaviors [35]. Likewise, eco-visualizations represent this data in visually engaging formats by
leveraging metaphors and narratives to enhance comprehension [86]. Beyond feedback, other mechanisms, such
as goal-setting, suggestions, setting incentives, and green defaults, have been thoroughly investigated for steering
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residential resource consumption [1]. Moreover, proposed approaches vary in the range of behaviors they address,
depending on whether the aim of the intervention was a general reduction of consumption across residential
contexts (e.g., [35, 78, 79]) or consumption reduction for specific energy-intensive behaviors [10, 24, 52, 53, 64].
Recently, Grönewald et al. [42] have examined how persuasive and situated approaches can be leveraged to

increase the use of ESFs, specifically eco-programs, in washing machines. Their study reported an increased
likelihood of ESF adoption with persuasive and situated interventions compared to a standard baseline interface.
Similarly, Visser and Schoormans [99] evaluated the effectiveness of coercion and feedback mechanisms in
increasing the likelihood of resource-friendly program choices in washing machines. They also reported an
increase in energy savings when users were presented with feedback or coercion mechanisms [99]. Mechanisms
leveraged for the design of behavior change interventions are oftentimes grounded in behavioral theory [44],
which permits their adaptation to various factors that are understood to impact behavioral decision-making. While
a design rationale grounded in well-established theoretical models allows for incorporating existing knowledge
into the design process, specific practical barriers and the contexts in which the technology will be used may
not be specifically indicated in such models [44]. Further, past work underscores that energy conservation
interventions are unlikely to succeed if they’re not aligned with users’ actual daily circumstances [38]. For
conservation mechanisms to be effective in everyday contexts, a user-centered understanding of perceptions and
prevalent barriers is essential.

2.2 Understanding Behavior and Tailoring Design
This section reviews various methods used in previous research to comprehend users’ domestic energy-saving
actions. We stress the importance of a detailed, use-case-specific grasp of user views on ESFs and underscore the
advantages of using online user-generated content to analyze user leanings and perceptions.

2.2.1 Theory-supported Understanding of Behavior and Context. Previous research has aimed to understand the
factors influencing energy conservation behaviors [26]. This has led to the incorporation of behavioral theories
and models in studies on pro-environmental behavior (e.g., [85, 89]). These constructs can guide the design of
interventions for sustainability and health-related behaviors [44]. Fogg’s persuasive technology theory [34]
and behavior model [33] have been central to numerous persuasive approaches in the past [26]. Other studies
have drawn from cognitive psychology, including theories like the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB)[3], which
highlights factors like attitudes, subjective norms, and perceived behavioral control. The Transtheoretical Model
of Behavior Change [81] and the Behavior Change Wheel [70] have also been used to guide intervention design.
Dual-Process Models [69, 93] have informed behavior change interventions for tasks like laundry [42]. However,
while these models provide foundational insights, their broad scope can limit the understanding of specific
contextual barriers [44].

2.2.2 Understanding Behavior and Context through Ethnography. Beyond theory-driven interpretations of behav-
ior, prior research further comprises works that derive their understanding from ethnographic studies of user
behavior [16, 26]. Ethnographic studies allow researchers to immerse themselves in the communities or groups
they study to gain a deep understanding of the people, their routines, behaviors, and underlying motivations [17]
and have been used in various contexts, for instance, to examine roles involved in agriculture [63, 66], e-waste
management [83], and community-building [7]. Similarly, ethnographic accounts of user experiences related
to domestic energy consumption behavior can be found in prior SHCI work (e.g., [5, 22, 80, 101]). Pierce et al.
[80] identified unawareness of appliance-integrated ESFs, unsustainable habits, and a consistent preference for
convenience over potential financial savings as everyday barriers. Since earlier work that explored domestic
energy consumption, the landscape of HA energy efficiency has advanced, and recent studies suggest a more
pronounced emphasis on energy conservation in contemporary society [72]. However, the under-utilization of
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ESFs still persists, signaling an ongoing ambiguity regarding the specific barriers deterring users from adopting
ESFs.

Moreover, while ethnographic approaches allow for contextualized perspectives into users’ daily practices, they
encompass their own set of limitations. Researchers have expressed potential drawbacks of ethnographic studies
such as study length, limited sample sizes, and the resulting reduction of generalizability [41, 75]. Additionally,
as these methods are built around the involvement of close interactions with participants, they may heighten the
potential for observer biases as indicated previously [22, 65, 88]. While rich in contextual depth, ethnographic
approaches focus on specific communities or groups. Alternatively, analyzing user-generated content enables the
examination of larger sample sizes and may include a broader range of user perspectives.

2.2.3 Understanding Behavior through Analyses of User-Created Artifacts. Content analysis is a research method
used to systematically analyze textual, visual, or auditory content (e.g., [25, 57, 61, 85]). Traditional content
analysis involves quantifying the presence of certain words, themes, or concepts within a given dataset, turning
subjective content into structured data [28]. Previous work surrounding the topic of sustainability has leveraged
different sources for qualitative analysis of content. For instance, Sadeghian et al. [85] leveraged Reddit comments
to analyze opinions and leanings towards sustainable mobility, while Kim and Li [57] explored Amazon product
reviews to derive design attributes relevant to the design of effective air quality monitoring. While user-generated
content has been employed to understand various aspects of sustainability, it has, to the best of our knowledge,
not been employed to explore ESF adoption, despite the richness and authenticity of insights that such data can
offer. By leveraging Amazon product reviews and Reddit discussions, we not only complement prior ethnographic
household studies but also offer a fresh, expansive perspective on the challenges and motivations users face when
interacting with ESFs. By understanding the nuanced barriers and motivations associated with ESF adoption,
designers can more effectively tailor their interventions, ensuring they resonate with users’ actual needs and
experiences.

3 UNDERSTANDING HOW USERS PERCEIVE AND INTERACT WITH ESFS
Our study employs a qualitative method to examine user-generated content sourced from Amazon and Reddit,
utilizing reflexive thematic analysis similar to Braun and Clarke [12, 13]. We divided our dataset generation
into three stages: Identification, Acquisition, and Screening. Accordingly, the following sections first describe our
reasoning behind using Amazon product reviews and Reddit discussions (Identification) to build up our dataset
and detail the steps taken to collect (Acquisition) and select (Screening) items for inclusion. Lastly, we detail the
qualitative analysis procedure.

3.1 Identification
We analyzed Amazon reviews and Reddit discussions on ESFs in HAs to understand user experiences. Both
platforms have been used for qualitative research in various fields due to their extensive, diverse user base
(e.g., [57, 82, 85]). Amazon product reviews offer direct consumer feedback after product interaction, while Reddit
provides a broader context of user experiences, topics they struggle with, and their needs, complementing the
more hardware-specific feedback common on Amazon. Figure 2 illustrates the search and screening process for
both platforms, elaborated further in the following sections.

3.2 Acquisition
3.2.1 Amazon Product Reviews. Previous studies that aimed at increasing ESF adoption primarily targeted
specific appliances, like washing machines [42, 99]. Since perceptions of ESFs may vary between device types,
understanding users’ views across various major HAs is crucial. As shown in Figure 2 the search methods
for Amazon and Reddit had minor differences, attributed to their unique information structures and search
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Fig. 2. Flowcharts detailing our methods for curating a dataset of product reviews and online discussions, which were later
subjected to qualitative analysis. The left flowchart outlines the process for gathering product reviews, while the right one
depicts the procedure for collecting online discussions.

functionalities. Our searches on both platforms were conducted in June and July 2023. For Amazon, we exclusively
sampled Amazon.com, as the US represents the largest market for Amazon1.
To obtain relevant product reviews, we started by sampling a list of products from Amazon’s major HA

departments, specifically: refrigerators & freezers, laundry appliances, dishwashers, ranges & ovens, and HVAC
appliances. We selected all products from the bestseller list within these categories, focusing on the most popular
items during our search. This approach yielded 500 products. We excluded 73 as they were only accessories like
detergents or replacement parts. To obtain an overview of the integrated ESFs, we sourced product manuals
for each item. For 31 products, no manual was publicly available, leading to their exclusion. The final list
comprised 396 products, distributed as follows: washing machines & dryers 16.16%, ovens 14.65%, dishwashers
21.72%, refrigerators & freezers 25.25%, and HVAC 21.21%.

In line with previous work that leveraged Amazon product reviews (e.g., [57]), we closely followed Amazon’s
terms and conditions for the review scraping process, scraping only the titles, ratings, and review bodies for each
product review over short sessions with cool-down times of five seconds between requests to limit demand on
Amazon’s infrastructure. As product reviews on Amazon do not necessarily stem from users who purchased
a product, we constrained our scraping process to verified purchases. Moreover, product reviews often cover
various topics, including product design, ease of use, and customer service. Therefore, we introduced a keyword
filtering scheme and applied it during scraping to exclude items completely unrelated to the topic of ESFs. To
derive our keywords, we developed search concepts describing the topics of interest (energy conservation
and mechanism). For energy conservation, keywords like ["eco", "efficient", "smart"], indicative
of resource-saving features, were used. For mechanism, we focused on terms like ["function", "mode",
"feature"], addressing device mechanisms. These terms were derived from preliminary manual examinations of
1https://www.statista.com/statistics/672782/net-sales-of-amazon-leading-markets/ Last-Accessed: 10-November-2023
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product reviews. Keywords within each concept were combined using the logical OR-operator, and the concepts
were joined with the AND-operator. We used Python 3.11.3 for the scraping and filtering process, storing the
reviews as JSON objects with titles, ratings, and review bodies.

3.2.2 Reddit Discussions. Reddit is a social media platform with millions of monthly active users2 and encom-
passes over 3.3 million communities3, known as Subreddits. We chose Reddit over other social media platforms
for two reasons. Firstly, it offers an official Python API, PRAW4, facilitating efficient data access. Secondly, in
contrast to the focus on personal updates and self-portrayal common on platforms like Instagram or Facebook,
Reddit is driven by community discussions between anonymous users with specific interests, which aligns with
our research aims.

Sampling Reddit differed mainly in the use of its platform features and search tools. Leveraging PRAW, Reddit’s
search function permitted direct keyword queries. We expanded the earlier Amazon query by adding an appliance
concept to pinpoint discussions surrounding major HAs. As indicated in Table 1, this search concept encompassed
the same range of appliance categories that we used in our initial Amazon search. Preliminary searches revealed
users referenced HAs with different spellings, prompting us to include variations like "dish washer", "washer",
and "drying machine" for comprehensive data collection.

Concept Keywords

"eco" OR "saving" OR "efficient" OR "efficiency" OR

"intelligent" OR "smart" OR "auto"
energy conservation

"function" OR "mode" OR "setting" OR "management" OR

"option" OR "feature" OR "configuration"
mechanism

"dishwasher" OR "dish washer" OR "washer" OR "drying
machine" OR "washing machine" OR "dryer" OR "oven" OR
"refrigerator" OR "fridge" OR "freezer" OR "air
conditioner" OR "air conditioning" OR "heater" OR "stove"

appliance

Table 1. Search queries spanning three search concepts to filter results based on our research aims.

Following methodologies from previous studies on Reddit discussions (e.g., [82, 85]), we compiled a list
of relevant Reddit communities for our search. Direct keyword searches might yield results from unrelated
communities that only briefly mention the topic of interest. Therefore, we focused on Subreddits linked to
sustainability, home, and domestic appliance topics. Preliminary searches were conducted using our designated
query, selecting communities with over 30,000 members to ensure sufficient discourse (i.e. engagement with posts
in the form of comments). As Figure 2 illustrates, after excluding private communities, we settled on 18 Subreddits
for our study. Within each selected Subreddit, we then searched for posts using our established query, leading to
164 relevant discussions. We only considered the original post title and body for filtering. Each qualifying post,
along with its top-level comments, was included to ensure that posts and comments could be evaluated in the
context they were written. In line with previous work, we excluded sub-comments since they may deviate from

2https://www.statista.com/statistics/1309791/reddit-mau-worldwide/ Last-Accessed: 27-October-2023
3https://frontpagemetrics.com/month/ Last-Accessed: 27-October-2023
4https://praw.readthedocs.io/en/stable/index.html Last-Accessed: 27-October-2023
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the main topic [85]. The collected Reddit data was stored as JSON objects, capturing the title, post body, and all
top-level comments linked to that post.

3.3 Screening
While keyword filtering was applied to both Amazon and Reddit searches, the dataset still included entries not
directly related to ESFs in HAs. For example, Reddit data sometimes discussed general eco-friendly habits or
briefly mentioned ESFs in larger contexts like home renovations. Amazon product reviews also occasionally
listed ESFs among general functions without much detail. To ensure data relevance, we initiated an additional
screening phase, applying exclusion criteria for entries where ESFs weren’t central or when the main topic was
entirely unrelated to HA efficiency. Specifically, we omitted entries that: (E1) were completely unrelated to ESFs
in major HAs, or (E2) only briefly mentioned appliance ESFs without further detail. The screening was conducted
by the first and second author. Initially, both collaborated on 20 dataset items to align on the exclusion criteria.
Subsequently, we separately assessed a random 20% (192 items) of the dataset and met to evaluate our agreement
on exclusions. We assessed inter-rater agreement using Cohen’s Kappa [23], which indicated a near-perfect
agreement (𝜅 = .81, 𝑝0=90.90%) according to Landis and Koch [62]. The first author then screened the remaining
747 items, excluding a total of 512. The primary exclusion reason was a weak relation to the main theme of ESFs
in HAs (E1).

3.4 Datset Overview
Our resulting dataset was distilled to 98 Reddit discussions and 349 Amazon product reviews. Figure 3 shows
how major HA types were represented in our dataset. Further, it illustrates the distribution of origin Subreddits
for included Reddit discussions. Included Amazon product reviews had an average body length of M=353.14

Fig. 3. Bar plots illustrating the representation of major HA types in our dataset on the right. The distribution of included
posts on the different Subreddits is shown on the left. The plots indicate that Reddit discussions about HA ESFs were mainly
found in Subreddits related to homes and appliances. Across the entire dataset, HVAC appliances were mentioned the most
in relation to ESFs.

words (SD=344.67). The included Reddit discussions comprised M=43.53 items (the post itself and all connected
top-level comments) (SD=97.33). Posts had a mean length of M=357.24 words (SD=535.83), while comments had a
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mean length of M=53.55 words (SD=70.74). Our initial data sampling encompassed 18 subreddits, but through the
screening process, we excluded data from 6 subreddits. The discussions analyzed thereafter originated from the
remaining 12 subreddits, as depicted in Figure 3. In addition to the descriptive analysis, we performed sentiment
analysis. While the anonymity of users on Amazon and Reddit increases the authenticity of user-created artifacts,
it could also lead to exaggerations, as indicated in previous studies [82]. Therefore, we leveraged sentiment
analysis using the Natural Language Toolkit (nltk) [8, 9] and Textblob [67] Python packages to get a general
overview of leanings in our dataset. Sentiments are represented as a tuple of two values where the first value
represents the polarity (-1=negative, 1=positive) and the second represents the subjectivity (-1=very objective,
1=very subjective). As Table 2 suggests, product reviews and online discussions achieved neutral to positive mean
polarity and subjectivity scores, indicating that items from both data sources largely represented neutral views
and the content was more subjective than objective.

Data Source Item Type Length (M, SD) Sentiment (M, SD)

Polarity: M=0.15 (SD=0.13)
Subjectivity: M=0.51
(SD=0.08)

Amazon Product Review M=353.14 (SD=344.67)

Discussion M = 43.53 (SD = 97.33) Polarity: M=0.11 (SD=0.21)
Subjectivity: M=0.43
(SD=0.25)

Reddit Post M = 357.24 (SD = 535.83)
Comment M = 53.55 (SD = 70.74)

Table 2. Overview of data sources, item types, and their characteristics.

3.5 Qualitative Analysis
To achieve a nuanced understanding of user approaches towards ESFs, their concerns, and the barriers arising
within everyday scenarios, we used reflexive thematic analysis [12, 13]. Previous research has employed thematic
analysis to develop qualitative themes from various data sources such as interviews [73], academic literature [20,
58], and user-generated artifacts such as Amazon product reviews [57]. For analysis of user-generated content,
alternative qualitative methods such as content [59] or discourse analysis [39] exist. While content analysis
primarily quantifies and categorizes communication content and discourse analysis focuses on the linguistic
nuances of texts [37], the flexibility of thematic analysis allows for more nuanced insights into reoccurring
patterns and perceptions. This approach was more aligned with our RQs.

3.5.1 Inductive Coding. We iteratively annotated data items with inductive codes for the initial coding phase.
Before coding the data, however, we first took one session to familiarize ourselves with the two different item
types included in the dataset, in line with the six stages for thematic analysis by Braun and Clarke [13]. Reddit
discussions commonly describe user characteristics, approaches, and opinions, while Amazon product reviews
frequently contain information specifically related to interaction, interface, and hardware design. Both coders
then coded a random subset of 20% without discussion to generate an initial inductive codebook. During the initial
coding process, both coders further noted how and why they defined codes to retain an adequate understanding
throughout the process. After the subsets were coded, both coders met and discussed their initial codes using the
notes written during the coding process to resolve any misalignments in understanding. This codebook was then
used in the following coding sessions. After each coding session, any new emerging codes or re-definitions of
existing ones were discussed between the coders. We conducted multiple sessions until the inductive codes for
all data items were created.
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3.5.2 Deductive & Axial Coding. Similar to recent qualitative studies (e.g., [45, 71, 100]), after the inductive
coding phase, we transitioned to deductive coding and then axial coding, to categorize established codes guided by
theoretical knowledge of factors that are involved in behavioral decision-making. Specifically, deductive coding
was conducted in reference to theoretical models of pro-environmental behavior [60] and previous studies on
domestic energy consumption behaviors [21, 22, 80]. In doing so, we aimed at incorporating existing knowledge
into our coding process, such that novel concepts thus far not covered in the literature could be detected. The
resulting categories provided an overview of factors and topics surrounding the use of ESFs in HAs. To understand
the relations between the different factors and their impact on the central behavior of ESF use, we used axial
coding [40]. Unlike the inductive coding phase, we jointly analyzed both product reviews and online discussions
in the axial coding sessions, aiming to interrelate the combined concepts of both datasets. The results after this
step were two-fold. For one, all initial codes were categorized, and secondly, the categories were related to one
another using axial coding, which resulted in a visual representation showcasing the main factors and their
interplay. The supplementary material contains the complete list of initial codes and their categorizations, as
outlined.

3.5.3 Theme Generation. Lastly, we concluded our qualitative analysis by developing overarching themes
supported by the previous coding step. To do so, we formed themes that describe the key aspects of the categories
they encompass. We iteratively refined our themes by checking them against our initial dataset to ensure an
accurate representation of experiences and perspectives expressed in our data, following Braun and Clark’s
recommendations for good quality [11, 12].

4 FINDINGS
We analyzed Amazon product reviews and Reddit discussions, distilling insights into three main themes that
detail users’ perceptions and interactions with ESFs in HAs. Figure 4 shows an overview of topics that were
discussed for every theme. We conclude by presenting barriers from our data that potentially impeded ESF usage,
categorized in Table 3. For clarity, excerpts from reviews are labeled A-ReviewNumber, while Reddit discussions
use R-PostNumber-CommentNumber. While we excluded numerous items from our dataset during the screening,
we did not relabel the remaining ones, which is why item identifiers in the following exceed the total number
of remaining items reported in Section 3.4. Lastly, in the following, the term "user" encompasses both Amazon
reviewers and Reddit contributors.

Fig. 4. This Figure shows an overview of the themes developed during the qualitative analysis. For each theme, the main
topics are listed to provide a better picture of the overall discourse in our dataset. Themes are denoted with T.

4.1 Theme 1: Formulating the Intention to Use ESFs
Our initial theme focuses on how users perceive and determine the importance of ESFs and suggests that users
consider multiple factors to estimate whether using their device’s ESFs is relevant to them. First and foremost,
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users’ personal priorities dictated their views on energy efficiency and ESFs. Users oftentimes described being
aware of specifically eco modes integrated into their devices, but their personal goals in using the device frequently
did not align with the expectations they had about the use of ESFs. The primary objective of most users was to
increase their personal comfort and convenience, as expressed in statements such as "There’s no point in saving
money just to be uncomfortable"[R-116-32]. For many users, this was closely tied to whether they expected the
device to produce the desired results when using ESFs.
This became apparent throughout a majority of the analyzed excerpts, where device results were in part

explicitly stated to be of more relevance than resource conservation "After all, the purpose of a washing machine
is to get clothes clean not to save water! (I could save even more water by wearing dirty clothes!)." [A-64]. Despite the
frequently more outcome and comfort-focused priorities, we also found that the topic of energy conservation
was present in most excerpts. However, it was consistently tied to the aim of reducing energy bills by decreasing
operational costs. "Energy efficiency was an important factor for me, and this unit delivers. It doesn’t consume
excessive electricity, which is great for my utility bills." [A-101]."If you’re trying to conserve energy/money [..], you
can just put the unit [AC] in eco mode, and it will only run the fan for 2min, once every 10min cycle when it’s not
actively cooling." [R-578-1]. With respect to the achievable performance with ESFs, users held more reserved or
even skeptical beliefs, perceiving them as lower-performance alternatives: "One big con about this A/C is that
every time it turns on it stays in eco mode until you turn it off from the A/C itself [..]. Let’s say you have it on a timer
to come on at 6 PM for 68 degrees, well no matter what, on eco mode, it’ll never get to 68 degrees, maybe 72 at best."
[A-357]. Moreover, we found that it was difficult for users to grasp why dedicated functions or modes for energy
conservation exist.

Users held the belief that broader advances in renewable energy will render ESFs irrelevant and that industrial
resource consumption is much higher than individual energy demands: "The amount of electricity or water used
by a residential homeowner is literally a drop in the bucket compared to commercial use. Not saying not to be green,
but the electricity and water used by a factory to make a new appliance is never going to be made up by using a more
efficient appliance with energy saving instead of a still-working older one." [R-347-261] and "The old assumption that
energy saving can mainly be done with a timer that turns on at 12:30 and turns off at 7:30 will hold true less and less
as the energy mix changes." [R-730-11]. Depending on users’ general attitudes towards energy-efficient technology,
these assumptions varied between slight uncertainty ("What about the new washers using less electricity and less
water? Do you think those advancements are worth it for the environment?" [R-347-8]) and generally negative
perceptions "Energy-efficient washing machines are tested to ensure satisfactory washing performance. They are
also designed to fail in a few years, planned obsolescence, and end up in a landfill. So all of the eco-friendly features
are offset by having to replace the appliance every few years. Eco is just marketing, using less water and damaging
fabrics." [R-56-6].

Summary:While most users seemed aware of how they could reduce their energy consumption, their primary
concern was personal comfort and the expected performance of the device. Though energy conservation was
also considered important, this was mainly linked to financial savings rather than environmental considerations.
Further, users perceived energy-saving modes as low-performance alternatives and questioned their necessity,
given broader advances in energy-efficient technology and renewable energy sources. The overarching sentiment
suggests that while options to conserve energy are acknowledged and seen as a lever to reduce utility costs, they
still take a backseat to comfort, convenience, and device performance expectations.

4.2 Theme 2: Initiating and Facilitating Adoption of ESFs
The second theme encompasses the actions and strategies users adopt to facilitate the use of ESFs in their daily
routines, as well as their preferences and views on factors such as preferred degree of user control and perceived
effort. Our analysis suggests a range of behavioral adaptations users may undertake to facilitate ESF usage.
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The adaptations suggested by the reports in our data range from engaging with appliance manuals for clarity,
strategically timing device usage to ensure ESFs don’t disrupt daily routines, and even crafting tailored Internet
of Things (IoT) routines that synchronize device behaviors with personal schedules.
The first step in interacting with ESFs is discerning which user interface (UI) elements are linked to energy

conservation functions. In our dataset, this was closely related to the overall interface complexity of users’ HAs.
For lower-end appliances, figuring out which functions are associated with energy conservation seemed more
straightforward, thanks to minimalist interfaces with limited UI elements: "One of the features is Eco mode, which
is simple enough to engage using the one Eco button with the leaf symbol on the remote. [R-2-1]. The clarity of ESF
labeling emerged as another factor influencing the initiation of ESF use. While universally recognized terms
like "eco mode" or "energy-saving mode" were easily understood as energy-conserving modes, the introduced
complexity caused by an abundance of options on the interfaces still caused confusion for some appliances: "I
have an [washing machine brand], and I really can’t figure out (after doing research) what the difference is between
the following dry programs: Normal dry, Normal eco, and Eco Hybrid." [R-686-0]. Features that were not explicitly
labeled as ESFs, such as "auto mode", "sleep mode", or "standby" but do aid in conserving energy, were more
frequently associated with convenience rather than energy conservation and thus perceived more positively.

Moreover, we found that users frequently expressed a desire for less complex interfaces with simpler navigation
schemes, as they reported using only a subset of available functions. "Our new [brand] washer is good so far but
wayyyy too many options. Same with our other dryer from [brand], it is annoying! [R-347-125]. For devices with IoT
capabilities, several features were transferred to mobile applications, simplifying the appliance-level interfaces.
Regarding IoT and automation, users portrayed varying perspectives on their preferences related to the degree of
user control they preferred for ESFs: "Nice basic machine with no frills. I would prefer one that was even simpler
where I could just set my own water level instead of the "auto", which is just one more thing to go wrong" [A-64], "On
automatic mode it will maintain the temperature utilizing heating mode and cooling mode as necessary. Set it and
forget it... excellent." [A-243].
Beyond the initial activation of ESFs, users also highlighted the proactive steps they undertake to ensure the

sustained use of these features. A recurring theme was the consultation of appliance manuals, especially when
faced with gaps in appliance-related knowledge: "People complain the washing modes don’t make a difference.
Read the manual - the heavy-duty runs longer and at a slightly higher temperature. The eco-friendly runs shorter
and at a slightly lower temp (it’s more like a delicate wash). So each has their purpose and advantage, and they are
different, but actually read the manual. Don’t just assume how it works." [A-877]. Additionally, certain ESFs, like
energy-saving programs, often translate to longer operational durations or altered device behavior. To navigate
these changes, some users reported having embraced strategies like timing their device use around times when
they know they won’t need device results immediately: "At night I put it on ECO mode, and it comes on and off
and keeps the room cool. Perfect for sleeping or watching TV. Pretty neat and it saves money too."[A-916] While our
reports suggest that users, for one, adjusted their routines to accommodate ESFs, others indicated taking a more
proactive approach, customizing their device interactions to align with their schedules, primarily by creating
personalized IoT routines that incorporate ESFs: "Just think of it. If you like to come back to your home and not
wait for your place to cool. Yet you don’t wanna run it all day and waste electricity. Problem solved. Before you hit
the road for your home. Just open the mobile app. Tell it to cool the place to the desired temp. Just set up a customized
schedule." [A-855].
Summary: The second theme explores users’ strategies for ESF integration in daily routines. Interactions

with ESFs begin with understanding the device’s interface, which varies in complexity. While IoT capabilities
simplify some device interfaces, they introduce new challenges. Users’ preferences on ESF control differ, with
some favoring automation and others manual control. Clear ESF labeling and understanding of device functions
are vital for sustained use. Nevertheless, our findings suggest that characterizing features, that positively impact
energy consumption as convenience functions, may increase interest in ESFs even among initially hesitant
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users. To optimize ESF usage, users tend to consult manuals, adjust their routines, and sometimes employ IoT
customization, so long as the required effort is acceptable to the user.

4.3 Theme 3: Evaluating the Viability of ESF Adoption
The third and final theme encompasses how users evaluate the viability of using appliance-level ESFs. We found
that users primarily focus on how they perceive device behavior, ease of use, and how these factors align with
their living constraints (e.g., social dynamics, health conditions, or schedules). Upon activation of ESFs such as
eco-modes, users reported detecting noticeable changes in their devices, such as altered operational duration or
unfamiliar sounds. Here, how these changes were perceived varied based on users’ expertise and understanding
of the underlying inner mechanisms of their appliances. For instance, the extended operational times in eco
modes of washing machines were misinterpreted, caused confusion, and consequently led to skepticism regarding
realized energy savings: "I just find it confusing how a program on, for example, my dishwasher takes twice as long
as a different program, yet supposedly saves energy or water while still getting a somewhat similar result as the faster
program." [R-2-0] Furthermore, users expressed their inability to validate the efficiency claims of their appliances,
often citing energy bills as one of the few tangible feedback mechanisms they have access to. While some
appliances might not offer comprehensive eco-feedback due to their simplistic interfaces, those integrated with
IoT often provide richer insights. These detailed feedback mechanisms were generally well-received. However, a
recurring sentiment among users was the frustration of needing a mobile application to fully access all functions.
I do not want to be fiddling with my [HVAC] appliance and its features/app all the time. [..] I don’t need the forecast,
I don’t need stupid integrations with Google Home or Alexa. I just need it to be user-friendly, low maintenance, and
simple programming. [R-18-14].

When describing their use of ESFs, users’ evaluations were primarily anchored in outcome-related criteria, in
line with Section 4.1. Our analysis revealed two dominant patterns in user behavior and perception. Firstly, when
devices met or exceeded user expectations by delivering satisfactory results (such as effectively cleaned clothes,
optimal cooling, or thorough drying) and the integration of ESFs into daily routines was seamless, users perceived
the energy savings as a value addition to their overall experience: "It’s amazing! Game changer!!! I’m so happy. I’m
running on the eco-wash setting. It seems to be getting everything well-cleaned." [A-21]. In essence, for many users,
the adoption of ESFs is acceptable upon the assurance that the overall user experience remains uncompromised.
However, there exists a belief that ESFs often equate to reduced performance, which can be a deterrent for users
who feel they’ve invested in a product for its optimal performance. Conversely, if users found that a device’s
performance was subpar when using ESFs or if the process of adapting to these features was overly complex or
demanding, our data implies that they may abandon the use of ESFs. Such negative experiences, especially when
considered in relation to users’ initial attitudes and assumptions about ESFs, can solidify their skepticism.
Summary: Users primarily gauge the viability of ESFs based on perceived device behavior, ease of use, and

alignment with personal living constraints. Notable changes in device operation upon ESF activation, such as
extended durations or unfamiliar sounds, often lead to confusion or skepticism, especially when users lack an
understanding of the device’s mechanisms. While some users appreciate detailed feedback from IoT-integrated
appliances, there’s a sentiment of frustration over the need for mobile applications to access full eco-friendly
features. The decision to adopt ESFs is largely influenced by the device’s ability to meet user expectations
without compromising on performance. Positive experiences with ESFs encourage continued use, while negative
experiences, compounded by pre-existing skepticism, may deter users from future ESF engagement.

4.4 Barriers
The previous section provided a thorough analysis of users’ perceptions, interactions, and evaluations related to
appliance-integrated ESFs, structured around our identified themes. To pinpoint specific obstacles potentially
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Cognitive Barriers
Code Category Concepts Definition

B1 Expertise & Understanding
Insufficient Energy Literacy Limited understanding of how ESFs contribute to energy con-

servation, involved resources, and their broader environmental
impact.

Insufficient Device Knowledge A lack of awareness or understanding of prevalent ESFs and
associated inner mechanisms.

B2 Attitude & Assumptions

Resentment Displeasure stemming from past negative experiences with ESFs,
leading to reluctance in using them again.

Skepticism Doubt about the actual energy-saving and environmental bene-
fits or effectiveness of ESFs.

Irrelevance The belief that ESFs are insignificant compared to technical
advancements and industrial resource consumption.

Inferiority The belief that activating ESFs compromises the device’s perfor-
mance or quality.

Risks Concerns about potential outcomes like device malfunction or
damaged goods, when using ESFs.

B3 Priorities & Goals
Convenience-focused A preference for device settings that prioritize ease and simplic-

ity, potentially at the expense of energy conservation.

Efficacy-focused Emphasis on the device’s optimal performance, which might be
perceived as being in conflict with ESFs.

B4 Tolerance
Effort Tolerance The amount of effort users are willing to invest to understand

and integrate ESFs in their everyday lives.

Outcome Tolerance The degree of variation in the quality of device results users are
willing to accept when using ESFs.

Practical Barriers
Code Category Concepts Definition

B5 External Constraints

Health Concerns that ESFs might impact health-related factors, such as
air purifiers not filtering as effectively.

Social Dynamics Not being able to adopt ESFs due to other actors that rely on
device results (e.g., pets relying on constant high-output cooling).

Schedule Busy schedules making effective and time-efficient execution of
household tasks necessary when HAs are used.

B6 Interface & Interaction Design

Unintuitive Labeling ESF indicators or labels on a device that are ambiguous or unclear,
leading to confusion.

Interface Complexity The challenge in navigating a device’s interface to locate and
activate ESFs given an abundance of options.

Missing Feedback The absence of clear indicators on the device showing the bene-
fits of ESF utilization.

Outsourced Feedback Information about the benefits or status of ESFs that is available
only through external sources, like mobile applications.

Unrelatable Feedback Feedback from a device about energy consumption that isn’t
understandable or perceived as irrelevant by the user.

Table 3. Cognitive and practical barriers that we identified in our data. In total, the analysis revealed six barrier categories,
B1: Expertise & Understanding, B2: Perception, B3: Priorities & Goals, B4: Tolerance, B5: External Constraints, B6:
Interface & Interaction Design. For each category, we included the encompassed concepts with their definitions.

hindering ESF adoption, using our codes and axial coding as a foundation, we clustered similar concepts that
could serve as potential barriers and categorized them in a subsequent step. The resulting six barrier categories
are detailed in Table 3.

4.4.1 B1: Expertise & Understanding. Central to the barriers is the role of expertise and understanding, as
energy literacy, awareness of ESFs, and specific knowledge about inner appliance mechanisms have the potential
to influence users’ interactions with ESFs in all three presented themes. A robust understanding empowers
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users to harness ESFs effectively, while gaps in knowledge can lead to misconceptions and misinterpretations.
This complicates the interaction and evaluation and might lead users to ignore ESFs, thinking they’re already
conserving energy: "It has an eco-setting, but we use the quick wash option, which saves energy but still leaves the
dishes perfectly clean." [A-407].

4.4.2 B2: Attitudes & Assumptions. We found frequent examples of negative leanings and assumptions impacting
users’ willingness to engage with ESFs. Particularly, anti-eco and skeptical attitudes, which manifest as general
reservations about energy-efficient technology, can be impeding. This inherent distrust or apathy may stifle
users’ willingness to explore or trust ESFs. "Ever since the Eco-friendly stuff started, window A/C units just aren’t
what they used to be, when I was a kid I had a window unit that lasted 10 years in this same room, never had an
issue. Now they last 2 summers tops because they are all made to rate high on efficiency." [A-176]. In the same way,
users’ assumptions, particularly those that paint ESFs as irrelevant or inferior, may serve as a deterrent to their
adoption. If users perceive ESFs as offering diminished performance or being inconsequential, their motivation to
engage may dwindle, potentially resulting in a reduced likelihood of adoption. Such assumptions themselves are
intertwined with users’ attitudes and their expertise and understanding as described in B1: "The energy efficiency
claim is an exaggeration, but the [AC] does have an eco setting that could help save on energy costs" [A-507].

4.4.3 B3: Priorities & Goals. Users’ primary goals and priorities when using devices can clash with energy
conservation objectives. For many, the allure of comfort and device efficacy trumps energy-saving considerations.
If ESFs are perceived as compromising these primary goals, they’re potentially less likely to be embraced. "What
you actually want is to have it in the "Normal Cooling" mode where it blows out lots of wonderful cold air. Like duh,
that’s why we buy air conditioners. I get it, the manufacturer wants to start in the energy-saving mode to help reduce
costs and the overall energy demand. Like I say, I get it. But this is an AIR CONDITIONER, it comes with a known
higher cost for our electricity bill." [A-696].

4.4.4 B4: Tolerance. While some users might be amenable to ESFs, their tolerance levels for inconvenience and
additional effort play a crucial role. If ESFs demand efforts that exceed a user’s threshold of acceptance, it becomes
a barrier. This tolerance varies among users, with some willing to invest more time and effort than others. "This
[AC] unit in eco mode cools the room to the set temperature and then completely shuts off so you have to manually
turn it back on. I guess that makes it extra eco-friendly but at the cost of making it very user-friendly. Very VERY
annoying." [A-889].

4.4.5 B5: External Constraints. External factors, such as social dynamics at home or potential health conditions,
can also impede ESF usage. In certain scenarios, these constraints may entirely preclude ESF adoption. For
instance, specific environmental conditions might render certain ESFs impractical. "My apartment has a relatively
new dishwasher so it must be water-efficient, but the problem is my water supply develops a weird smell to it as
time goes on. So when I use the dishwasher, I HAVE to use the highest heat settings to prevent the water from sitting
overnight and starting to smell." [R-868-0].

4.4.6 B6: Interface & Interaction Design. The design of interfaces and interactions can either facilitate or hinder
ESF usage. For one, unintuitive labeling, convoluted interfaces, and complex navigation concepts reduce the
general usability of the appliance, which can lead the user to spend as little time as possible interacting with the
device. Additionally, evaluating the impact of energy conservation is difficult to grasp if eco-feedback is absent or
integrated into external components such as IoT applications that are not necessarily used by all users. Some
appliances already integrate nudging mechanisms, such as setting the energy-saving program per default. Here,
limited awareness and knowledge of device mechanisms might lead users to misinterpret default ESFs as bugs or
glitches: "The only glitch it seems to revert to eco mode sometimes when I didn’t intend to use that setting which is a
little aggravating." [A-32].
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5 FEASIBILITY OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE INTERVENTIONS: EXPERT FOCUS GROUP
The qualitative themes and barriers derived in the previous analysis showcase users’ perceptions and common
reasons for potential non-adoption of ESFs. To derive practical implications and understand how to address
the identified challenges, we conducted a semi-structured focus group with N=5 HCI researchers in which we
assessed the suitability of behavior change interventions in addressing the potential barriers and discussed
alternative strategies.

5.1 Participants & Procedure
We employed convenience and snowball sampling [29, 32] to recruit five HCI researchers (4 male, 1 female) aged
M=28.8 (SD=2.56) years old with M=5.2 (SD=1.94) years of academic experience developing and evaluating UI
concepts (see Table 4). All participants had a primary computer science background, while one participant had
specifically published research on energy conservation interventions before participating in the focus group.

PID Age Gender Experience Sector

1 29 yrs Female 8 yrs Academia
2 32 yrs Male 6 yrs Academia/Industry
3 31 yrs Male 6 yrs Academia/Industry
4 27 yrs Male 3 yrs Academia
5 25 yrs Male 3 yrs Academia/Industry

Table 4. The participants’ demographics and backgrounds. Participants possessed a primary background in computer science,
with two of them also having a significant psychological background. Moreover, one participant had prior experience in
developing and evaluating energy conservation interventions before the focus group.

The focus group lasted 90 minutes, and participation was voluntary. Initially, participants were familiarized
with the subject of ESF adoption in HAs. After establishing a clear understanding of the topic and our qualitative
findings, the session moved to a priming task (see the supplementary material for a protocol of the focus group
and materials). The task was meant to familiarize participants with designing behavior change interventions for
ESF adoption, given the mechanisms provided in prior work and the findings regarding user perceptions and
barriers from our qualitative analysis, such that all participants had a deeper understanding of the topic. We
presented a practical washing machine scenario along with three distinct personas. The personas were crafted
based on various attributes, such as energy conservation attitudes, knowledge of energy-efficient tech, and
living conditions, reflecting actual user perspectives from our dataset. The persona attributes were chosen such
that they spanned a range from more likely (priority in energy conservation, sufficient knowledge) to more
unlikely ESF users (skeptical of energy-efficient tech, low understanding of energy and device mechanisms). In
the scenario task, participants brainstormed interventions to enhance ESF adoption for each persona in timed
10-minute sessions. They were provided with the list of barriers from our qualitative analysis, as well as a list
of design interventions curated from prior residential energy conservation research (see [1, 42, 97, 99]), as a
reference toolbox. However, they were also encouraged to propose new intervention mechanisms if existing
ones seemed insufficient to them. All participants were familiar with behavior change mechanisms such as
persuasion or nudges but had not designed such features for energy conservation in a home context before.
Following the priming task, participants discussed the suitability of their chosen interventions for the three
personas, considering their understanding of user viewpoints and barriers. This evaluation took the form of a
group discussion. Participants were also asked to discuss potential alternative approaches they believed might be
more effective at increasing ESF adoption in everyday scenarios. The discussion was recorded for later analysis.
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5.2 Insights
To synthesize insights from the focus group, we conducted a thematic analysis of focus group transcripts [13]. For
transcription, we used WhisperX [6]. After familiarizing ourselves with the transcribed data, we generated open
codes, which were categorized and formed into overarching themes, encapsulating perspectives on behavior
change interventions for ESF adoption and alternative strategies. Herein, we present the three resultant themes
supported by participant references and excerpts from their responses.

5.2.1 Theme 1: The Importance of the Nature of HA Interactions. The focus group participants unanimously
stated that to properly assess the adequacy of any intervention to increase ESF adoption, the general nature
of interactions with HAs has to be considered (P1-P5). They highlighted that HA interactions are typically
task-driven and that users generally interact with these appliances "not because they necessarily want to but
because they have to since most major HAs are connected to household chores" (P3). As such, it must be considered
that interactions "are likely not frequent and only as long as they need to be to execute the household task" (P3).
Based on this, addressing cognitive barriers such as a lack of expertise due to insufficient energy literacy or
unfavorable perceptions of energy efficiency is difficult to achieve using the appliance alone. Participants further
noted that this task-driven and infrequent nature of HA interactions necessitates a combination of multiple
external strategies (directed at increasing energy literacy) in addition to purely device-based interventions such
as eco-feedback or visualization.

5.2.2 Theme 2: Suitability of Behavior Change Interventions to Increase ESF Adoption. Two participants stated
that behavior change interventions can have merits if the goal is simply to increase the use of ESFs (P1, P4).
They specifically perceived green defaults to be an option that bridges factors such as expertise and attitude
(P1-P5). However, concerns were expressed that simple interventions might neglect the root causes of ESF
under-utilization expressed in the presented barriers. Moreover, it was discussed how mechanisms that inform
the user about their energy consumption (e.g., eco-feedback, eco-visualization) to address barriers, such as B1:
Expertise & Understanding or B2: Attitude & Assumptions, implicitly assume that users already attribute a higher
meaning to the topic of energy conservation (P1, P2). Focusing on barriers B1-B4, participants were skeptical
about whether nudges or persuasive methods can address them long-term, given the nature of HA interactions.
P1 stated that issues such as lacking energy literacy (B1) or unfavorable outlooks on energy-efficient technology
(B2) are "issues that did not originate from the HA, so it is difficult to address them from a HA interface" (P4). A
unanimous sentiment among participants was that appliance-level interventions to increase ESF adoption could
be limited in their effectiveness by the fact that they require careful crafting to address the widely varying
personal characteristics (P1-P5). They proposed that effective interventions should be able to consider users’
personal priorities, which requires a dynamic and adaptable approach. They highlighted the importance of B4 in
this regard, stating that interventions that attempt to convince users to do something that requires more effort
or diverges too much from their initial personal priorities might cause the opposite effect of users developing
negative sentiments (P2-P4).

5.2.3 Theme 3: Alternative Strategies to Foster Residential Energy Conservation. In discussing the suitability of
common nudges or persuasive approaches for ESF adoption, participants were asked to also contemplate alterna-
tive approaches. P5 articulated a concern, noting that "the foundational design of current HAs poses challenges
for HCI interventions in general." The use of ESFs in appliances often results in compromised performance,
which, as identified by P2 and P3, risks conflating design and energy conservation with frustration when users
are encouraged to use ESFs but are not satisfied with the results. P4, drawing upon an earlier remark on B4:
Tolerance, suggested, "HAs shouldn’t predominantly rely on users making energy-efficient choices". Instead, they
should be designed such that users delineate their operational preferences in terms of desired time frames and
envisioned outcomes, with the appliance then autonomously managing energy conservation within those bounds.
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This perspective resonated unanimously among participants. Under this framework, interfaces wouldn’t overtly
prompt users towards energy conservation but would transparently communicate the tangible benefits of innate
energy-saving processes. Such an approach could potentially align energy conservation with user gratification.

6 DISCUSSION & IMPLICATIONS
In the following, we discuss the findings of our thematic analysis of 349 Amazon product reviews and 98 Reddit
discussions, along with the results from an expert focus group (N=5) where we discussed the suitability of
appliance-level behavior change interventions for ESF adoption in major HAs and explored alternative strategies.
We show how our qualitative themes and barriers allowed for a targeted discussion of promising strategies for
ESF adoption.

6.1 How Users Perceive, Interact with, and Evaluate ESFs in HAs
Our first research question (RQ1) was aimed at understanding how users reason about their use of ESFs in
major HAs. In contrast to previous work, which frequently employed ethnographic methods to understand
residential user behavior (e.g., [21, 80, 101]), we took a different approach to answer our RQs by conducting a
thematic analysis of HA product reviews on Amazon and HA-related Reddit discussions. Our analysis yielded
three qualitative themes (1) Formulating the Intention to use ESFs (2) Initiating and Facilitating the Use of ESFs (3)
Evaluating the Viability of ESF Adoption.

Our findings suggest that users tend to follow a pragmatic approach when interacting with their HAs, where
they primarily base their ESF use on the extent to which energy conservation is a relevant priority that does not
interfere with more outcome and convenience-related goals. Furthermore, there was a pronounced preference
among users for major HAs with automated energy-saving capabilities, particularly features like automated load
sensing, auto-shutoffs, and automated soil level sensing, which could also be attributed to the more convenience
and outcome-driven goals reported in our data. Consistent with prior research on automated energy conservation
mechanisms (e.g., [54]), users expressed a desire to retain some degree of control over their devices, emphasizing
their need to comprehend ongoing processes and potentially intervene if required. However, these varying desires
for control indicate that a gap that requires systematic exploration is the question of user-agency in energy
conservation. Specifically, exploring who desires to be in control, when they desire to be in control, and what
experiences they hope to achieve. Despite the increasing societal attention energy conservation has received in
the last years [72], our findings indicate that comfort and convenience continue to be users’ main priorities when
using their appliances, consistent with previous studies on domestic consumption behaviors (e.g., [22, 80]) and
recent work by Strengers [95].
Diverging from previous studies on domestic consumption behavior, user experiences expressed in our data

suggested that frequent reasons for the undervaluation of ESFs were skepticism and distrust stemming from
personal experience, misinformation, and assumptions users made regarding the relevance and performance of
their devices when using ESFs. In reports where the use of ESFs was explicitly denied, we found expressions
of negative attitudes and assumptions surrounding energy-efficient technology. While previous studies have
also identified neutral or ignorant attitudes towards energy conservation [80], openly negative outlooks were
thus far underreported. One reason for this could be the data sampling method we employed in our study. As
users remain anonymous when writing product reviews on Amazon or discussing energy-related topics on
Reddit, they are more likely to share opinions that would otherwise be seen as socially undesirable [43]. Our
research complements earlier studies by providing new insights into user perceptions and experiences with
ESFs. It indicates that users are generally open to using ESFs provided they don’t increase the effort to achieve
desired device results. Additionally, our findings reveal a previously underreported level of skepticism and
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mistrust towards ESFs or "green tech" among users, a factor not typically considered in prior energy conservation
interventions.

6.2 Barriers to ESF Adoption
To address our second research question (RQ2), we focused on identifying the specific obstacles that hinder
routine ESF usage. Using our established themes, user data, and axial coding as a foundation, we specifically
looked for user descriptions of obstacles that could be categorized as reoccurring barriers. Through this approach,
we discerned six primary barriers. Within these barriers, users’ levels of expertise and understanding (B1) were
frequently responsible for the implied non-adoption of ESFs in our dataset. Our data further suggests that users
frequently found it challenging to correlate device functions with their associated energy implications, resulting
in a reduced recognition of energy-saving possibilities. This observation resonates with the findings of Pierce
et al. [80], who linked such discrepancies to non-intuitive interface designs. Numerous articles (e.g., [60, 68])
have identified a deficit in energy literacy as a substantial barrier to a multitude of eco-friendly behaviors. In
the context of ESF adoption, our results emphasize the critical role of user expertise and knowledge, especially
pertaining to misconceptions and misunderstandings.

Alongside expertise, users’ perceptions of energy-efficient technology emerged as another barrier (B2). Impacted
by assumptions, attitudes, and device knowledge, these perceptions seemed to dictate users’ engagement with
ESFs. The significance of attitudes and beliefs in shaping pro-environmental behavior is well-documented in
behavioral models [3, 60]. In this regard, our findings highlight a skepticism and, at times, pronounced negativity
toward ESFs. Such skepticism or negative attitudes frequently served as barriers, influencing users’ decisions
regarding ESF use. This reluctance, in part, stemmed from views about ESFs being irrelevant, inferior, or even
posing risks like damaging clothes or shortening the device’s lifespan. As previously highlighted, interface design
plays a crucial role in enhancing ESF awareness. In our dataset, users frequently discussed unintuitive labeling
and the complexity of the interfaces in which ESFs were embedded (B3). The rising trend of IoT integration in
devices offers an avenue for more structured mobile application interfaces and incorporated feedback to provide
users with sufficient information about the impacts of their device behavior. However, our findings suggest
that while users appreciate automated ESFs, they are hesitant to engage in more complex IoT setups or rely on
mobile devices for basic household tasks. This reluctance can be attributed to a misalignment with comfort and
outcome-focused priorities (B4) and an aversion to any inconvenience associated with energy conservation (B5).
While previous research has underscored the influence of social norms, schedules, and financial constraints

as barriers [51, 60], our study additionally found health status and environmental conditions as barriers that
fall under the category of external constraints (B6). The broader barriers to pro-environmental behavior have
been extensively discussed in disciplines like environmental psychology (e.g., James Blake [51]). Our research
adds to the existing body of knowledge by providing a detailed, user-centered examination of the obstacles users
face during day-to-day interactions with ESFs. By understanding these nuanced challenges, HCI researchers and
practitioners can craft interventions that are more precisely tailored to address specific user needs and concerns,
thereby enhancing the likelihood of successful ESF adoption. Moreover, a deeper knowledge of the barriers
specific to ESF adoption enables a more effective evaluation of possible interventions, as they can be contrasted
against frequently occurring failure points in everyday scenarios.

6.3 Alternative Strategies and Implications
Our third and final RQ aimed at assessing the feasibility of previously proposed design interventions to increase
the likelihood of ESF adoption. To answer this question, we organized a focus group with (N=5) HCI experts,
guided by our qualitative themes and identified barriers, as detailed in Section 5. Here we discuss when common
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behavior change interventions for increased ESF use may be feasible, what they can be realistically expected to
achieve, and broader implications for alternative strategies.
Interventions based on nudging, which subtly guide users towards desirable behaviors, align well with the

hectic nature of daily life. Nudges in the context of ESFs might include default settings, gentle reminders, or
simplifying the process of activating energy-saving modes. However, as our analyses suggest, some HAs already
implement various nudging mechanisms to steer user interactions towards less resource consumption, yet their
effectiveness can vary as users do not necessarily prioritize energy conservation and even if they do, they might
misinterpret nudging mechanisms as device malfunctions. Likewise, persuasive approaches using mechanisms
such as eco-feedback, comparisons, or gamification can enhance users’ understanding of inner HA mechanisms
involved in energy conservation and thus steer interactions with ESFs.
In existing SHCI research, behavior change technology has been viewed critically over the years due to the

pronounced focus on the individual and the minor expected savings even under optimal conditions (e.g., [18,
26, 27]). Our study recognizes the hesitance in concentrating exclusively on individual energy conservation
behaviors, considering the wider, more systemic challenges in the transition towards sustainability. Nonetheless,
our findings suggest that efforts to enhance conservation behaviors, such as the use of ESFs, should still play a part
in a more comprehensive set of strategies. Promoting individual conservation itself can catalyze shifts towards
sustainability, as these behaviors become normalized. This could also be relevant from a policy perspective
to ensure that citizens are satisfied with green policies such as limits on consumption or produced carbon
emissions [92]. Furthermore, involving individuals in energy-saving measures increases their awareness about
personal resource use, which represents a relevant factor in making well-informed choices.
Currently, the fact that specific modes for energy conservation are still integrated into today’s HAs puts the

agency in energy conservation on the individual users, thereby expecting them to actively consider the advantages
and disadvantages of using ESFs and act upon them if they deem conservation a priority. As highlighted in
previous research (e.g., [80, 94]) and supported by our qualitative data, it may be unrealistic to expect such
consistent consideration and conscious action from users given the common tendency to favor performance and
comfort over energy conservation. It remains to be explored when and to what extent users actually would like
to be involved in resource conservation, yet, our analyses suggest that for energy-saving practices to become
a regular part of interactions with HAs, they likely need to be embedded within their current expectations of
comfort.
As participants in our focus group indicated, this will remain challenging given the way that current HAs

are constructed. Even if behavior change interventions succeed at promoting energy conservation through
ESFs in current domestic devices, users’ dissatisfaction with potentially reduced performance remains a hurdle,
inadvertently linking energy conservation to user frustration through design.
Achieving a dynamic balance between conservation and comfort may require more advanced HAs with

predefined conservation constraints defined by policymakers and manufacturers as a basis. Assuming HAs allow
users to set personal priorities with the device autonomously managing energy conservation, design interventions
could be given a novel purpose. For instance, they could be leveraged to explain and underscore background
energy savings, thus embedding energy conservation within a positive user experience during HA interactions
and enhancing awareness of carbon emissions and resource use. Building on the assumption of conservation
targets established by authoritative entities, this strategy shares similarities with approaches such as ’Green Policy
informatics’ [16] and could further enable HCI practitioners and manufacturers to implement appliance-level
interventions like eco-feedback with greater efficacy.

It should be noted that the concept of deploying automation for energy conservation in residential settings has
been of interest since the advent of smart home technologies (e.g., [54, 84]). Nevertheless, the uptake of these
technologies has been notably gradual (e.g., [55]). Previous research also indicates that the automation features
in current HAs may not fully meet the diverse needs of different user groups [96]. We found similar reports of
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user experiences in our analyses with some users seeing smart features as useful while others viewed them with
more skepticism. Furthermore, some smart home strategies aimed at conservation have led to an increase in
energy usage due to savings spent on other more resource-intensive services or other lifestyle changes induced
by automation [15].

We propose that embedding energy conservation into advanced automated HAs, supported by policy mandates
for manufacturers and enhanced by developments in computational optimization, can more effectively balance
comfort and conservation. Nonetheless, acknowledging the potential for rebound effects and shifts in user
expectations towards unlimited comfort due to such automation, we recommend centering the evaluation of
proposed prototypes around potential rebound effects and comprehending how one’s prototypes may affect
users’ perspectives on desirable experiences in everyday scenarios.

7 LIMITATIONS
In this study, we utilized a dataset comprising Amazon product reviews and Reddit discussions to undertake a
qualitative analysis. Our objective was to delineate user perceptions and interactions with ESFs in major HAs
and identify barriers that hinder their routine use.
Leveraging user-generated content aimed to capture authentic user experiences but may have introduced

certain biases. For one, specific demographic information of users, whose comments and posts we analyzed could
not be obtained. Secondly, the anonymity inherent to the platforms we sampled data from, may have biased
our data to include more radical views. Additionally, our dataset predominantly represents products owned in
the US, limiting the generalizability of our findings to other regions. Unlike ethnographic studies, which allow
for rich insights into the routines, habits, and challenges of a sample, our study does not allow for analysis of
demographic attributes, however, leveraging user-created artifacts allowed us to analyze a larger sample size
and provide thus far underreported perspectives. It should be noted however that platforms such as Reddit and
Amazon portray a specific demographic which has been found to impact generalizability in previous analyses of
user-generated content stemming from these platforms [4, 82]
Our thematic analysis was a two-stage process: an initial inductive phase followed by a theory-informed

deductive stage with subsequent axial coding. This methodological choice meant that our themes were allowed
to emerge organically only up to a point, after which they were structured based on theoretical insights from
previous research. A purely inductive approach might have led to alternative interpretations. While we took
measures to minimize coder biases and ensure consistency in our coding process, the inherent subjectivity in
theme development means that coders’ backgrounds and knowledge likely influenced how data was interpreted.

The participants in our expert focus group were all familiar with research regarding design interventions for
behavioral change, however, only one of them had experience specific to the topic of energy conservation. Lastly,
the focus group was semi-structured to provide participants with our preliminary findings as a foundation for
discussion. This ensured a focused conversation, but a more open-ended workshop format might have elicited
different insights from participants.

8 CONCLUSION
This work presents an analysis of user perceptions and experiences surrounding the use of ESFs in major HAs.
We conducted reflexive thematic analysis on a dataset of 349 Amazon product reviews and 98 Reddit discussions,
yielding three qualitative themes that describe user perceptions and approaches towards ESF adoption. Our
findings suggest that, while users value energy efficiency in their devices, they often view ESFs as secondary
features, mainly valued for potential utility cost savings. As such, users are willing to integrate the use of ESFs
into their routines as long as they do not represent a severe reduction in device efficacy or convenience. To
understand everyday hindrances that prevent the adoption of ESFs, we derived various concepts implied to have
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impeded the use of ESFs in our dataset. These concepts were clustered, resulting in a total of six barrier categories.
We found that ESF adoption is commonly impacted by a lack of energy literacy and device-specific knowledge,
which fuels skepticism towards energy-efficient technologies and reduces users’ ability to appropriately evaluate
the use of ESFs. To refine our findings and draw practical implications for the design and assessment of appliance-
level interventions, we organized an expert focus group with (N=5) HCI researchers guided by our qualitative
themes and derived barriers. We evaluated the potential of common behavior change technology to boost ESF
adoption and explored alternative approaches, which indicates that interventions such as persuasive technology
or nudging are feasible strategies to break habits and inform users, however, they bear the risk of connecting
energy conservation with frustration in case HAs are not able to provide the expected convenience and comfort.
To address this, advanced HAs, which balance user comfort and energy conservation based on conservation
targets set by manufacturers or policymakers, are highlighted as a potential basis that bears increased versatility
given current advances in computational optimization. By focusing on these future appliances, HCI practitioners
can employ known tools such as eco-feedback to positively highlight energy savings and reframe the status of
resource conservation in everyday scenarios. In conclusion, our research provides a comprehensive perspective
into the challenges and barriers users face in their daily interactions with ESFs. By identifying these obstacles,
we facilitate the development of more tailored design solutions and interventions.
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